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Overview

Goal: Assess the writing proficiency of 8th-12th grade English Language Learners 
through creating an app that grades their essays based on six analytic measures.

Stakeholders: English language teaching centers and schools as institutes; teachers 
and students individually.

KPI: Accuracy of scoring the 
essays measured by MCRMSE, 
or the mean column-wise root 
mean squared error, where each 
column corresponds to one of the 
6 fields being evaluated.
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Dataset description

● The training dataset consists of 3,911 essays 
of 8th-12th grade English Language Learners 
(ELLs). The testing dataset consists of 3 
ungraded essays.

● Each measure represents a component of 
proficiency in essay writing, with greater 
scores corresponding to greater proficiency in 
that measure. The scores range from 1.0 to 
5.0 in increments of 0.5.

● All measures seem to be normally distributed.



An Example with Perfect Scores

I agree with Michelangelo's statement as I have found through 
experience that it benefits me more to set high expectations and 
not reach my goal, rather than settling on a low goal and 
achieving it. When setting high goals, I find that I learn more and 
progress my abilties further than I do with a lower goal. This is 
because setting high goals requires confidence, challenges, and 
pride.

Firstly, hard work is required to achieve high goals, and requires 
confidence. Confidence involves having trust and believing that 
you are capable of accomplishing something. I have found that 
when I set high goals, I feel more confident in my abilities.

Grammar: The rules by which words 
change their forms (i.e., word classes 
and grammatical morphology).

Vocabulary: skillful use  of 
topic-related terms and less common 
words (to convey precise meanings).

Phraseology: Flexible and effective use 
of a variety of phrases (e.g., idioms, 
collocations, and lexical bundles).

Cohesion: Well-controlled text 
organization (e.g., conjunctions, 
transitions, etc.).

Syntax: Flexible and effective use of a 
full range of syntactic structures 
including simple, compound, and 
complex sentences.

Conventions: Consistent use of appropriate conventions to 
convey meaning (e.g., spelling, capitalization, and 
punctuation).



Feature Extraction and Exploratory Data Analysis
● Packages “LanguageTool”, “PyEnchant” and “Readability” helped extract 

several language features like:
○ Density of spelling/grammar mistakes (grammar and conventions)
○ Noncommon words (vocabulary)

● Correlation (features to scores)● Correlation (features to scores)



Models



Feature Importance (top 5, XGBRegressor, SHAP)



The App (example of usage with video)

https://docs.google.com/file/d/13ZAszr77pU9KfIdWhqtQyI0-6IwnzRxQ/preview
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